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They are targeted to produce a review in time to be presented at 
our SubOptic 2016 conference, which will be held in Dubai from 
the 18th – 21st April 2016, Hosted by E Marine.

Full details of the WG are available in the News Section of our 
website at www.suboptic.org 

The above are just a few of the many issues covered by this report, 
which deserves to be read in detail.

Well done to SubTel Forum for continuing this initiative, which 
has now become a regular feature for the industry.

Yves Ruggeri
President of the SubOptic Executive Committee

FOREWORD
SubOptic is once again pleased to support the SubTel Forum 
Industry Report, now in its third year.

It fills a gap in the market place by providing an independent 
view of the overall industry written by Terabit Consulting Group, 
who have insider knowledge of the structure and challenges it 
faces in the future.

Its views are those of the author and some readers may take issue 
with some of the conclusions it reaches, but then that is life and 
not all commentators have the same view of the world, which is 
why an independent author is essential.

It is interesting to note the different forces identified in the report, 
which are at work in each of the regional market places.  It is 
also encouraging that the industry looks again to be in a buoyant 
mood. 

Also the report notes that the areas of growth are not only in the 
established market places, but also in infill projects and areas 
where up until now no systems have been deployed.

It is also interesting to note the comment about system built after 
1999, being mostly capable of considerable bandwidth upgrade, 
with 100Gbit/s being regularly employed in a number of areas. 

This is a theme that SubOptic has also noted as it was extensively 
discussed at our last conference, SubOptic 2013, held last year in 
Paris.

With many submarine cable systems approaching 15 years in 
service, operators will soon be reaching key decision points around 
rebuilding or upgrading and extending their systems. With 
systems traditionally being designed with a 25 year lifespan, it is 
timely to review the realistic lifespan of a typical system. Therefore 
SubOptic has initiated a Working Group (WG) to investigate the 
realistic lifespan of optical amplifier based systems.

http://www.suboptic.org
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SUBMARINE   TELECOMS   INDUSTRY   REPORTINTRODUCTION
Welcome to the third edition of the Submarine Telecoms Industry 
Report, which was authored by the submarine industry’s leading 
market analysis firm, Terabit Consulting, with research overseen 
by Terabit’s Director of International Research, Michael Ruddy.  
It serves as an analytic resource within a trilogy of products 
beginning with the Submarine Cable Map and including the 
Submarine Cable Almanac.

The Submarine Telecoms Industry Report features in-depth 
analysis and prognoses of the submarine cable industry, and serves 
as an invaluable resource for all who are seeking to understand the 
health of the submarine industry.  It examines both the worldwide 
and regional submarine cable markets, including issues such as 
the new-system and upgrade supply environments, ownership, 
financing, market drivers, and geopolitical/economic events that 
may impact the market in the future.

In this report, Terabit Consulting identified $22.6 billion in 
new projects that are currently being actively pursued by their 
sponsors.  Of those, $4.8 billion worth of new projects are 
considered to be in an advanced stage of development and well-
positioned for near-term deployment.

While the crystal ball will rarely be completely clear, one fact 
remains – that our 150+ year old international enterprise continues 
to be a thriving, exciting and ever-evolving industry.

Our aim is to make this information as timely and available 
as possible. As always, we feel that an informed industry is a 
productive industry.

Wayne Nielsen
Publisher of Submarine Telecoms Forum

1. Executive Summary

The global submarine cable market in 2014 is one that inspires 
renewed optimism.  Driven by intensified technical advancement 
and robust demand for bandwidth, almost $5 billion worth of 
credible near-term projects are in advanced stages of planning, and 
continued investment is being directed toward underdeveloped 
markets.

Given the cost-effectiveness of 100G transmission as well as 
increasing carrier demand for higher-bandwidth channels, a 
design capacity threshold of 8 to 10 Tbps per fiber pair characterizes 
most of the intercontinental cable systems scheduled to enter 
service over the next two years.  Successful trials of long-haul 
400G wavelengths were held in 2014, and most suppliers expect 
terabit wavelengths to be commercially available within a few 
years.  These advances represent a true leap for the industry, which 
was effectively dominated by 10G transmission technology for 
more than a decade.  Also, given limitations in the upgradability 
of some existing cable systems, channel speeds of 100 Gbps and 
above are likely to stimulate greater investment in new, “next-
generation” deployment. 

On the demand side of the marketplace, the growth rates of 
international bandwidth demand remain elevated, despite 
increased volumes.  In China, international Internet bandwidth 
grew 80% over the course of 2013, from 1.9 Tbps to 3.4 Tbps.  
India’s international bandwidth demand grew 75%, from 695 
Gbps to 1.2 Tbps.  Growth rates of 100% or more were seen 
in several large markets including Kenya and Nigeria, while 
growth rates in comparatively mature markets such as Brazil, 
France, Singapore, and Turkey exceeded 50%.  While Terabit 
Consulting’s statistical analyses indicated that global bandwidth 
demand growth had leveled off at just over 30% as recently as 
2012, subsequent data indicates that this figure is actually rising, 
driven by falling unit costs for international bandwidth as well 
as unforeseen pressure on networks caused by long-duration, 
bandwidth-intensive applications. 
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Supply contracts have been signed for two new systems each 
in the transatlantic, transpacific, and Europe-to-Asia markets, 
as well as four new Australian intercontinental cables and new 
systems along previously unserved routes including South 
America-to-Africa and South America-to-Hawaii.  Private project 
developers, who had effectively been locked out of the market 
by the oversupply of capacity that flooded markets 14 years ago, 
are returning to the market and becoming increasingly successful 
at securing commitments from major capacity purchasers.  
Lenders have also become more comfortable with the undersea 
bandwidth market proposition, supported by more reliable and 
sophisticated due-diligence evaluations.

Furthermore, the health of the submarine cable marketplace 
is underscored by the valuations of submarine cable asset 
transactions.  The 2013 sale of the GlobeNet South American 
submarine cable system to a Brazilian fund led by BTG Pactual, 
at a reported price of $780 million, roughly a decade after Brasil 
Telecom acquired the system in bankruptcy at a price of $47 
million, is a clear example of how far the market has rebounded 
following the dot-com bubble burst.  Terabit Consulting’s analysis 
indicates that even those systems which have exceeded 50% of 
their expected commercial life are unlikely to change ownership 
for less than their original construction cost.    

Despite increased investment planned for traditional transoceanic 
routes, the submarine cable market is still characterized by a focus 
on emerging and less-developed markets.  To a large extent, this 
can be seen in the planning for new intercontinental systems, 
which target bandwidth demand in major markets such as India, 
China, and Brazil.  Additionally, investors and cable consortia are 
targeting secondary and tertiary markets, as well as green-field 
routes, which are considered to offer stronger opportunities and 
less competitive environments than more mature markets.  

When viewed by Ready-For-Service date (RFS), the submarine 
cable market in 2013 and 2014 was somewhat muted, with new 
investment averaging only $1.2 billion per year, well under 

the historical average.  However, the market is by all accounts 
bustling with activity, with suppliers, ship operators, consultants, 
and financiers all reporting a surge in prospective new projects.

Terabit Consulting identified 160 new projects, with a total value 
of $22.6 billion, which are confirmed to be under consideration by 
operators and project developers.  Of these, 31 projects totaling 
$4.8 billion are considered by Terabit Consulting to be “high-
activity” projects in an advanced stage of development, with a 
strong possibility of entering service in 2015 or 2016.

There are an additional 77 “medium-activity” projects, totaling 
$8.2 billion, which are known to be under serious consideration 
but which have yet to achieve credible progress in financing.  A 
total of 52 “low-activity” projects, which have typically either 
experienced delays in their development or have yet to achieve 
critical mass, are collectively valued at $9.6 billion.

Terabit Consulting’s regional analyses of historical and proposed 
investment revealed the unique characteristics of each long-haul 
submarine cable market.

The transatlantic market, which continues to be viewed by some 
observers as a valuable indicator of the industry’s overall health, 
has been among the slowest to recover from the overinvestment 
and financial distress of the early-2000s.  The upgradability of older 
transatlantic systems with 100G, as well as the competitiveness 
of the transatlantic market place and correspondingly low prices 
of capacity, have allowed major telecommunications operators 
on both sides of the Atlantic to comfortably lease and purchase 
capacity rather than invest in new infrastructure – a preference 
for “buying” rather than “building.”  Nevertheless, after more 
than a decade without any new transatlantic cable systems, new 
projects seem to be finally gaining traction.

In the Pacific, meanwhile, bandwidth prices have remained 
comparatively high, and longer distances have posed technical 
challenges to the full implementation of 100G upgrades in older 
systems.  Furthermore, with demand in major Asian markets 
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exceeding expectations, three new transpacific systems have 
entered service within the last six years, significantly improving 
connectivity to China and Southeast Asia.  Three major consortium 
projects – the New Cross Pacific cable, Faster, and SEA-US 
– are in the advanced stages of planning, and the two latter 
systems awarded supply contracts in mid-2014.  Additionally, 
Global Cloud Xchange, Microsoft, and NTT are each reportedly 
considering major investments in new transpacific infrastructure. 

In Latin America, growth in capacity demand is among the highest 
of any region, yet capacity prices have remained stubbornly high.  
The region is unique because of its strong integration with North 
American Internet infrastructure and web content, with Miami 
serving as a hub for much of the region’s international demand, 
and US web properties such as Google, Facebook, Microsoft, 
and Yahoo among the leaders in the number of Latin American 
visitors.  At least three new Latin American projects are underway: 
America Movil, the largest operator in the Americas by number 
of subscribers, is in the process of activating its AMX-1 cable in 
most of its key markets, the PCCS-1 cable is being constructed 
to markets in the northwest of South America, and Alcatel-
Lucent said in 2014 that it had begun the manufacture of Seaborn 
Networks’ Seabras-1 cable to link the US and Brazil. 

The Australian intercontinental capacity market, bolstered by 
55% growth in downloaded broadband data volume between 
2012 and 2013 as well as the deployment of Australia’s National 
Broadband Network and New Zealand’s Ultra-Fast Broadband 
initiative, is also seeing an increase in new projects, especially 
following the high-profile collapse of the Pacific Fibre initiative 
in mid-2012.  The APX-East and Hawaiki cables aim to connect 
Australia and New Zealand to North America, while three 
credible projects on Australia’s western coast – APX West, 
Nextgen Networks’ Australia-Singapore Cable, and the Trident 
Cable system – aim to improve connectivity to Southeast Asia.   

The Sub-Saharan African market, having benefited from four 
major systems on its western shores and three on its eastern shores 

within the last five years, is likely to experience relatively low 
levels of new cable investment in coming years.  Nevertheless, 
there are at least two serious proposals to link the continent 
to Latin America, although neither had reported significant 
progress as of 2014 and Terabit Consulting’s analysis reveals 
somewhat limited bandwidth demand between Africa and South 
America, although an interesting opportunity exists for single-
cable connectivity between Africa and the US.

With Indian international bandwidth demand growing at 75% 
in 2013 and Chinese demand growing at 80%, it is not surprising 
that there is increased interest in the deployment of Europe-
to-Asia submarine cables as well as better connectivity to the 
South Asia/Middle East region.  And although much of the 
industry’s attention has focused on providing an alternative to 
the “Achilles’ heel” of global network infrastructure, i.e., the 
Egyptian bottleneck, in practice the submarine industry continues 
to invest in traditional Europe-to-Asia cables that terrestrially 
transit Egypt.  Only four years after two new submarine cables 
entered service between Europe and India, supply contracts have 
been signed for the massive Asia-Africa-Europe (AAE-1) and Sea-
Me-We-5 cables.  Connectivity between India and Southeast Asia 
would be strengthened by the proposed India Cloud Xchange 
and Bay of Bengal Gateway cables, with the latter also providing 
connectivity to the Middle East.

The East Asian submarine capacity market has arguably 
undergone the biggest shift-change of any regional market, as 
control of infrastructure has shifted away from private investors 
and operators from outside the region and back toward East Asian 
operators themselves.  Since 2012 the Southeast Asia-Japan Cable 
(SJC) and Asia Submarine-cable Express (ASE) projects have 
entered service, led by a veritable “who’s-who” of the region’s 
leading operators including China Mobile, China Telecom, 
Chunghwa Telecom, Globe Telecom, KDDI, NTT, PLDT, Singtel, 
StarHub, Telekom Malaysia, PT Telkom, and TOT (notably, 
Google is an investor in SJC).  This increased carrier investment, 
which would continue with the planned Asia-Pacific Gateway 
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(APG) system, is expected to negatively impact the revenues 
of operators of existing cable systems including Pacnet, Global 
Cloud Xchange, Telstra, and Tata Communications.

In recent years, plans have proliferated for deployment along new, 
previously unserved submarine cable routes.  Some proposals 
have found it difficult to gain traction.  The BRICS cable, which 
would have connected the US, Brazil, South Africa, India, 
Singapore, China, and Russia, was unable to achieve financing 
in its original form, despite widespread political support from 
governments in emerging markets.  Projects in the South Atlantic 
have also experienced challenging financing environments, 
although longer-term prospects for the projects may be more 
promising.  On the other hand, the green-field SAPL cable between 
South America and Hawaii has reported significant progress, as 
has another green-field project, Arctic Fibre, which would serve 
a route that has never been more credible from a technological, 
economic, and geopolitical standpoint.  

Additionally, there is renewed interest in a previously 
underserved route, South America-to-Europe, as Latin American 
and European governments have sought to decentralize 
submarine cable infrastructure away from the US, particularly 
following allegations of political and corporate espionage carried 
out by American authorities.  However, despite the initial outcry 
from many in the international community in 2013 following the 
release of documentation by former National Security Agency 
contractor Edward Snowden, with regard to submarine cable 
infrastructure there has so far been little concrete progress in the 
development of alternatives that avoid the US.  This is in marked 
contrast to the backlash against Chinese suppliers such as 
Huawei, which was effectively shut out of the American market 
due to a perceived Chinese “cyber-security” threat put forward 
in 2012 by the US House of Representative’s Permanent Select 
Committee on Intelligence.    

Overall, demand for international submarine cable capacity 
remains strong, as evidenced by the growth of activated capacity 

on major long-haul routes.  In the six years since the submarine 
cable industry ended its period of “dormancy,” activated 
transoceanic capacity has grown at an average of 36% annually; 
most recently, between year-end 2012 and 2013, growth was 35%.  
Total transoceanic bandwidth, as of year-end 2013, was 87 Tbps.  
While the relatively mature transatlantic and transpacific markets 
grew at between 25 and 35%, all other routes grew at more than 
40%, including the African intercontinental route (57%) and the 
North America-South America route (52%).  

Table 1: Activated Capacity on Major Undersea Routes (Tbps), 2007-2013

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 CAGR, 
2007-2013

Transatlantic 6 8 11 13 15 19 23 25%

Transpacific 3 7 8 12 12 14 20 35%

Pan-East Asian 2 2 6 8 10 12 17 46%

South Asia & 
Middle East Inter-
continental

1 2 3 3 4 8 12 42%

North Ameri-
ca-South America 1 1 3 4 6 7 9 52%

Australia & New 
Zealand Intercon-
tinental

1 1 2 2 2 3 5 40%

Sub-Saharan 
African Intercon-
tinental

0 0 0 1 1 2 2 57%

Global Transoce-
anic Bandwidth 
(Tbps)

14 22 33 43 51 65 87 36%

Percent Change 57% 49% 32% 19% 26% 35%
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2. Worldwide Market Analysis and Outlook

2.1 Overview of Historical System Investment

Figure 1: Existing vs. Planned Cables

As of mid-2014 there had been $57.2 billion worth of investment 
in fiber optic submarine systems, comprising 1.275 million 
kilometers.  In the quarter-century since the advent of transoceanic 
fiber optic systems, the market has averaged $2.2 billion worth of 
investment and 50,000 kilometers of deployment per year.

The first transoceanic fiber optic cable, TAT-8, entered service in 
December of 1988 (although a few regional point-to-point systems, 
both experimental and commercial, had been installed prior to 
that date).  For the first ten years of its existence, the submarine 
fiber optic cable market was relatively predictable, controlled 
by consortia of operators, including many government-owned 
monopolies.

A turning point for the industry occurred on January 1, 1998, 
when the European telecommunications market became fully 
liberalized.  Internet penetration was steadily ramping up, with 
usage already exceeding 30% in three countries: Iceland, New 
Zealand, and Sweden.  By the following year, the undersea 

consortia’s long-term build-out strategies to accommodate 
ISDN and Group 4 fax traffic were quickly rendered obsolete.  
Inspired by the early success of private undersea investment in 
the transatlantic market, throngs of speculative investors pitched 
undersea cable build-out plans that ultimately resulted in more 
than $25 billion worth of new systems being deployed in fewer 
than four years.    

During that period, the price of international bandwidth had 
spiraled downward, driven by intense competition on many 
transoceanic markets and unprecedented advancements in dense 
wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) technology.  By 
2002 the majority of the major international wholesale network 
operators had declared bankruptcy, and deployment of new 
undersea fiber optic systems came to a virtual standstill.

Figure 2: Investment in New Submarine Fiber Optic Projects, 1987-2014 
($Billions by RFS Date)
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Between 2003 and 2007, the submarine market struggled to reach 
levels of $1 billion in new annual investment.  Major submarine 
cable plants were shuttered, and the industry saw its annual 
production capacity fall to approximately one-third of its all-time 
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high of 200,000 kilometers.  At the same time, the submarine cable 
industry’s fleet of installation and repair vessels shrank in number 
as ships were converted for use in more profitable endeavors.  
Wholesale markets for undersea capacity on developed routes 
remained depressed, and even purchasers of distressed cable 
assets struggled to remain profitable despite costs bases that were 
a fraction of original construction outlays. 

By 2008, the industry appeared to have found a new balance 
focused on bringing connectivity to underserved routes and 
regions, with annual investment in new projects returning to 
normal historical levels and an extremely robust market for 
system upgrades fueled by a shift to 40G and 100G transmission 
technology. 

Figure 3: Deployment of New Submarine Fiber Optic Projects, 1987-2014  
(Route Kilometers by RFS Date)
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2.2 2008 to 2014 Systems in Review

During the six-year period from 2008 to year-end 2014 (so chosen 
because of the industry’s regrowth starting in 2008) there will 
have been approximately $11.8 billion worth of investment in 
new projects, for an average of just under $2 billion and 45,000 
route kilometers per year.  Geographically, $2.9 billion was 
invested in new systems in Sub-Saharan Africa, including four 
new long-haul systems along the continent’s western coast and 

three along its eastern coast.  Four new systems connected India 
and the Middle East to Europe at a cost of $1.7 billion, and three 
new transpacific systems entered service.  Three pan-regional 
systems entered service in East Asia, and by year-end 2014, two 
new systems between North America and South America are 
scheduled to have entered service.  Collectively, $6.7 billion or 
more than half of the period’s investment directly targeted the 
markets of Brazil, India, China, and South Africa – four of the five 
so-called “BRICS” markets.   

Figure 4: Investment in New Submarine Fiber Optic Projects by Region, 
2008-2014
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2.3 Systems Investment in 2015 and Beyond

For the period of 2015 and beyond, Terabit Consulting identified 
160 proposed new projects, with a total value of $22.6 billion.  
Proposed projects were each classified into one of three categories: 
“high-activity,” “medium-activity,” and “low-activity” based on 
various criteria including supply contracts, funding, licenses, 
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carrier commitments, market opportunities, marine surveys, 
desktop studies, and feasibility studies.  

The analysis identified 31 “high-activity” projects, which are 
considered to be credible projects in an advanced stage of 
development with a high probability of activation in 2015 or 2016.  
The total value of these projects is $4.8 billion.  Consequently, 
barring construction delays, an average of more than $2 billion 
worth of new systems is expected to enter service annually in 
2015 and 2016.  

A total of 77 projects were classified into the “medium-activity” 
category, for $8.2 billion worth of proposed investment.  Finally, 
the “low-activity” category encompasses 52 projects with a 
combined value of $9.6 billion.

Figure 5: Proposed Submarine Fiber Optic Projects, 2015 and Beyond 
(Billions)
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When credible proposed investment, i.e., those projects that 
can be classified as either “high-activity” or “medium-activity,” 
is categorized according to geography, it becomes clear that 
undersea investment is likely to be significantly more diversified 
among different regions than it had been in the past.  Credible 

proposed investment targeting developing or unconnected 
markets accounts for more than half of the total.  At the same 
time, there is strong interest in traditional transoceanic markets 
that have historically been the cornerstone of the industry. 
Overall, Terabit Consulting believes that future investment in 
new undersea systems will be balanced and sustainable.

Figure 6: Credible Proposed Submarine Fiber Optic Projects by Region, 
2015 and Beyond (“High-Activity” and “Medium-Activity” Projects)
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3. Supplier Analysis

3.1 System Suppliers

The future landscape of undersea system suppliers is perhaps one 
of the greatest question marks facing the industry.  The industry’s 
capital and technological requirements serve as a formidable 
barrier to entry and have limited the number of suppliers that 
can viably compete for turnkey system supply contracts.  

There is no indication that the supply market for new systems 
has become more competitive over time.  Historically, the market 
for new fiber optic submarine systems was fairly evenly divided 
along geographical lines between three groups: the predecessors 
of Alcatel-Lucent, the predecessors of TE SubCom, and the 
Japanese supply community.  The obstacles faced by the likes of 
KDD-SCS, OCC, and Hitachi Cable had a negative impact on the 
Japanese supply community, leading to a decline in its market 
share, although NEC has recently gained strength particularly 
in the Asia-Pacific region.  Meanwhile, among the two other 
major suppliers, TE SubCom has remained relatively stable 
at approximately one-third of the market for new systems and 
Alcatel-Lucent’s market share has been just under one-half.

Figure 7: Market Share for Supply of New Systems, 2004-2014 (Primary 
Contracts Only; Excluding Subcontracts)
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Many industry observers were encouraged by the launch of 
Huawei Marine Networks, a joint venture between Huawei 
Technologies and Global Marine Systems, in 2008.  The company’s 
initial entry into the market was aggressive, and it was accused 
of “buying market share” by submitting low-cost bids for 
new projects.  Huawei’s development of repeater technology 
positioned it as a viable competitor against the established 
suppliers, but its dependence on others for the manufacture of 
fiber optic cable has proven to be a significant challenge.  Most 
recently, Huawei Marine Networks has been dealt a setback by 
the successful efforts of some American and Australian politicians 
to effectively blacklist Huawei Technologies. 

The three wild-cards in the submarine supply landscape are 
the future strategy of Huawei Marine Networks (including the 
possibility of partnering with Chinese cable manufacturers); a 
possible initial public offering of Alcatel-Lucent’s submarine 
networks division, thereby precipitating a realignment of the 
industry’s manufacturing assets; and the growth of equipment-
only suppliers such as Ciena, Infinera, and Xtera, driven by 100G 
transmission technologies.  

3.2 Upgrade Suppliers

Capacity upgrades have become one of the most dynamic 
aspects of the submarine cable industry.  Beginning in the late 
1990’s few, if any, systems were equipped to their full design 
capacity when first placed into commercial service; instead, 
owners consciously planned to install additional terminal 
equipment as market conditions dictated.  Improvements in 
transceiver technology often make it possible to provide capacity 
beyond initial design capacity, even as systems grow older.  Any 
optically amplified system can potentially be upgraded beyond 
its design capacity, and those installed from 1999 onwards are 
excellent candidates.  More significantly, provision of terminal 
equipment for upgrades does not require investment in repeater 
design, cable manufacturing, or cableships; this has resulted in 
many suppliers beyond those traditionally engaged in provision 
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of submarine cable systems entering the market for terminal 
equipment upgrades.  This dynamic has been problematic for 
the industry’s traditional turnkey system suppliers, but has been 
extremely beneficial to owners of existing cable systems. 

The upgrade market and its technology suppliers are a relatively 
new niche to the industry, increasing the utility and longevity of 
a number of submarine cable systems.  Several key submarine 
upgrades and redeployments have been accomplished in recent 
years, encompassing in scope both regional and transoceanic 
systems.  The upgrade market will arguably be the most 
consistent source of growth and has been targeted by four 
equipment suppliers in addition to the traditional submarine 
system suppliers.

Table 2: Key 100G Upgrade Projects for Equipment Suppliers in 2013 and 
2014

Company System

Alcatel-Lucent Asia-America Gateway, Apollo, EASSy, TEAMS

Ciena
Antilles Crossing, Danice, EAC Pacific, FLAG Atlantic-1, 
Hibernia Atlantic, i2i, Southern Cross Cable Network, 
TGN Atlantic, TGN Intra-Asia, TGN Pacific

ECI
(Tera Santa Consortium) Jonah

Fujistu JaKa2LaDeMa

Huawei Marine Jakarta-Singapore 3rd Route

Infinera

Asia-America Gateway Hawaii-US, Australia-Japan 
Cable, EAC-C2C, IslaLink, MedNautilus, Miyazaki-
Okinawa Cable, Reach North Asia Loop, Telstra 
Endeavour

NEC Asia-Pacific Cable Network-2

Xtera ECFS
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4. Ownership Financing Analysis

Historically, 73% of submarine fiber optic cable investment has 
been financed by telecommunications carriers either on their 
own, in small groups, or in large consortia.  Largely due to the 
influx of speculative investment during the dot-com bubble, 
projects led by non-telecom, private investors have accounted for 
21% of investment.  Supplier financing accounted for 4%, also 
largely a legacy of dot-com era financing models. 

Figure 8: Financing of New Submarine Fiber Optic Systems, 1987-2014
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During the most recent five-year period from the beginning of 2010 
to the end of 2014, carrier-led and consortium projects accounted 
for 83% of total investment, with government- and multilateral 
development bank (MDB)-financed projects accounting for 9% 
and investor-led projects accounting for 7%.

The analysis clearly indicates a shift toward a marketplace in 
which telecommunications operators undertake most investment 
in new systems themselves.  Private, non-telecom investors have 
faced a challenging financing environment for their projects, 
while governments and development banks have taken a 
significantly more active role.  More recently, however, there are 
signs that investor-led projects, when focused on unique and 

provable market opportunities, may be achieving greater success 
in securing financing.  And although much of the attention of 
public-sector agencies and MDBs involved in the sector has been 
focused on submarine projects serving less-developed markets, 
government financing has recently been proposed for projects on 
more developed routes such as the transatlantic.

Figure 9: Financing of New Submarine Fiber Optic Systems, 2010-2014
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5. Regional Market Analysis and Capacity Outlook

5.1 Transatlantic Regional Market
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Figure 10: Existing vs. Planned Transatlantic Cables

Section Summary:

	Current Systems: 9

	Current Capacity: 23 Tbps

	Planned Systems: 7

	Planned Capacity: ~113 Tbps

5.1.1 Bandwidth and Capacity

The transatlantic submarine cable route has historically been the 
bellwether of the submarine communications industry.  Fiber 
optic connectivity between the European Union (EU) and North 
America has played a critical role in linking two $17 trillion 
economies and fostering growth and development.  

The EU fully liberalized its telecommunications markets in 1998, 
and in the six years that followed, a total of sixteen point-to-point 
transatlantic cables entered service between the EU and the US, 
including seven new ring systems costing upwards of half a 
billion dollars each.  However, in defiance of all expectations, the 
transatlantic market now continues to be served exclusively by 
the cable systems that were deployed between 1999 and 2003; no 
new systems have entered service in the last 11 years.  

The key questions surrounding the transatlantic market include: 
Will the future performance of other transoceanic submarine 
cable markets mirror the recent experience of the transatlantic 
market?  Why have content providers such as Google, which 
has invested heavily in transpacific and Asian submarine cable 
projects, so far failed to construct any transatlantic systems? 
And did the submarine industry successfully “future-proof” 
transatlantic telecommunications?   

The turbulent experience of the transatlantic submarine cable 
market over the last ten years is unlikely to manifest itself in other 
transoceanic markets, given that the transatlantic region’s low 
bandwidth prices are a function of the sale of distressed assets 
and multi-billion dollar write-downs that occurred following the 
dot-com bubble burst.  The experience of the transatlantic route 
has, by all accounts, served as a lesson for the entire industry 
and since then levels of investment on transoceanic routes have 
never remotely approached the speculative levels witnessed on 
the transatlantic route.

The major drivers of transatlantic cables’ longevity have been 
advancements in upgrade technology which correspond precisely 
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to the 6,500-kilometer range of transatlantic spans, combined 
with extremely competitive pricing of both transatlantic capacity 
and managed bandwidth products, both of which have thus far 
eliminated any incentive for operators and content providers to 
opt for “building” over “buying.” 

On the technological front, the transatlantic market has been at the 
forefront of transoceanic 100G upgrades, with multiple systems 
including Apollo, FLAG Atlantic-1, and TGN-Atlantic having 
successfully implemented multiple 100 Gbps wavelengths.  
Following a field trial in the summer of 2014, Apollo and Alcatel-
Lucent reported that they had transmitted 7.2 Tbps using 100 
Gbps wavelengths over a single fiber pair on the Apollo South 
system, raising the possibility that the 58 lit fiber pairs of collective 
transatlantic connectivity could theoretically be upgraded to 
more than 400 terabits per second. 

Notably, some operators have been more hesitant than others 
with regard to the implementation of 100G technology: for 
example, Level 3 was particularly circumspect, saying as recently 
as year-end 2012 that it was “struggling with the economics of 
100G.”  However, by late-2013 Level 3 representatives indicated 
that they would move ahead with 100G deployment, confident 
that the technology and its economics had adequately matured.

Table 3: Existing Transatlantic Cable Systems

RFS System Owner(s)

1999 Atlantic Crossing-1 (AC-1) Level 3

1999 Columbus-3 International consortium of carriers

2000 Yellow (Level-3) / Atlantic 
Crossing-2 (AC-2) Level 3

2000 Atlantis-2 International consortium of carriers

2001 FLAG Atlantic-1 (FA-1) Global Cloud Xchange

2001 Hibernia Atlantic Hibernia Networks (Columbia Ventures Corp.)  

2001 TAT-14 International consortium of carriers

2001 TGN-Atlantic Tata Communications 

2003 Apollo Vodafone / Alcatel-Lucent

Between 2002 and 2008, ten transatlantic submarine cables were 
either entirely or partially removed from service, leaving nine 
systems offering 15 different cable paths between Europe and 
the Americas.  The seven lit DWDM systems between North 
America and Europe are owned by six entities: Apollo SCS Ltd. 
(a joint venture between Vodafone and Alcatel-Lucent), Level 
3 (formerly Global Crossing, which operates two systems), 
Hibernia Networks (an 85%-owned subsidiary of Columbia 
Ventures), Global Cloud Xchange, Tata Communications, and 
the TAT-14 consortium.  Consequently, the transatlantic market 
is an overwhelmingly “wholesale” market, where operators have 
opted to lease capacity from network operators (as opposed to 
making direct investment in their own capacity infrastructure).  

A number of events have brought about the commoditization 
of bandwidth between most European and North American 
endpoints.  In the late-1990s, hundreds of fiber pairs were 
deployed to metropolitan areas on both continents, making 
point-to-point connectivity both economical and practical, and 
at the same time retail telecommunications markets were fully 
liberalized.  Then, more importantly, in the early-2000s the dot-
com bubble burst drove many cable operators into bankruptcy, 
allowing investors to acquire transoceanic networks at pennies 
on the dollar and unleashing a downward price spiral that saw 
erosion of up to 75% per year and the “dumping” of bandwidth 
onto the market.  In the same decade, new industries emerged 
offering data center and content delivery services that further 
streamlined international connectivity for both operators and 
end-users.  By the mid-2000s transatlantic bandwidth had become 
extremely cheap (sometimes cheaper than its construction cost) 
and end-to-end services between North America and Europe 
were efficiently and competitively managed, to the point where 
even small and medium-sized enterprises could be characterized 
as viable bandwidth clientele.
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Figure 11: Total Activated Transatlantic Capacity, 2007-2013
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As of year-end 2013, lit transatlantic capacity was 23 Tbps.  
The compound annual growth of lit transatlantic capacity was 
25% over the preceding six years, although actual transatlantic 
bandwidth demand growth has been slightly higher, at 30%.  

5.1.2 New Systems

New transatlantic cable projects have been under serious 
consideration throughout the last decade.  In particular, a 
traditional consortium-led system has been discussed since the 
initial activation of TAT-14 in 2001, and several private proposals 
have been put forth, but none has succeeded in securing necessary 
financing commitments.  

The lack of deployment can be attributed primarily to the 
challenging economic obstacle that a new transatlantic cable 
must face, having to compete against existing cables which in 
some cases were purchased for pennies on the dollar following 
the dot-com bubble burst and which now report upgradeability 
to several times their original design capacities, at marginal 
costs that are often a fraction of the unit costs of deploying new, 
initially-equipped systems.  

In addition, transatlantic capacity prices and the price of 
international managed bandwidth products in adjoining 

markets are among the lowest in the world, due in large part to 
the low cost bases of existing systems and robust competition 
among transatlantic capacity sellers.  Price erosion on the route 
has averaged 15% per year.  On the demand side, although 
transatlantic traffic has grown at a rate of approximately 27% in 
recent years, telecommunications markets in North America and 
Europe are perceived to have reached maturity when compared 
to other international markets.

Nevertheless, two transatlantic new projects have reported 
progress.  In 2013 Emerald Networks said that the US Export-
Import Bank was considering its financing application and that 
it had signed capacity purchase agreements with Fjarskipti hf., 
which operates the Vodafone Iceland franchise, and American 
operator CenturyLink.  Notably, however, the company has not 
made any formal announcements since January of 2014, but it 
sources confirmed to Terabit Consulting that the project was 
still being actively pursued as of mid-2014.  Recent legal filings 
indicated that Emerald Networks may have been purchased by, 
or received a major investment from, Irish operator Sea Fibre 
Networks.

After having dropped Huawei Marine Networks as the supplier of 
its Project Express cable, Hibernia Networks revealed in July of 2013 
that it had signed a new supply contract with American supplier 
TE SubCom, with the expectation that the 53 Tbps cable would be 
ready for service in September 2015.  Hibernia and TE SubCom 
announced in July of 2014 that “manufacturing had commenced.”

Leiden, Netherlands-based SemanticNet, led by three European 
telecommunications executives, has proposed a third project, 
the 60-Tbps Fibre Atlantic transatlantic cable, which it hopes 
to launch by 2017.  However, the company had yet to issue any 
press releases about the project as of mid-2014. 

Following the revelation that eavesdropping by American 
intelligence agencies was more widespread than previously 
known, governments outside North America encouraged the 
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development of telecommunications network infrastructure 
bypassing the US.  Perhaps the strongest example of this was the 
decision of the Brazilian government to promote the construction 
a transatlantic cable directly linking South America and Europe.  

In late-2011 the government-owned administrator of Brazil’s Plano 
Nacional de Banda Larga (National Broadband Plan) announced 
plans for a vast submarine cable network in the Atlantic connecting 
Brazil to Africa, Europe, and North America.  The project failed to 
gain traction and in mid-2013 Telebras representatives conceded 
that it had been suspended due to budgetary constraints.  

However, soon thereafter the Brazilian submarine cable project 
was revived due to the release of documents by former US 
government contractor Edward Snowden alleging that American 
spy agencies had carried out surveillance activities against 
political figures including President Dilma Rousseff and had 
also engaged in industrial espionage intended to intercept trade 
secrets from Brazilian corporations including Petrobras.  In 
January of 2014, noting that four of Brazil’s five intercontinental 
submarine cables land in the US, Telebras announced that it would 
develop a $185 million submarine cable directly between Brazil 
and Europe as part of a joint venture formed with the Spanish 
operator IslaLink.  The following month at the EU-Brazil Summit 
in Brussels, President Rousseff asserted that a direct link between 
Brazil and Europe, bypassing the US, was essential in order to 
“guarantee the neutrality” of the Internet.  The $185 million 
Telebras cable would include a new $30 million data center at its 
Brazilian landing point in Fortaleza.

Table 4: Planned Transatlantic Cable Systems - Europe to the Americas

System Owner(s)

Brazil-Europe / Atlantic Cable System-
Europe (ACSea-EUR) Telebras

Emerald Express Emerald Networks

Europe Link with Latin America (ELLA) Research community

Fibre Atlantic SemanticNet

Project Express Hibernia Networks (Columbia 
Ventures Corp.)  

Transatlantic Consortium System / TAT-15 International consortium of carriers

WASACE North (WASACE Phase III) WASACE Cable Company
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5.2 Transpacific Regional Market
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Figure 12: Existing vs. Planned Transpacific Cables

Section Summary:

	Current Systems: 7

	Current Capacity: 20 Tbps

	Planned Systems: 4

	Planned Capacity: ~100 Tbps

5.2.1 Bandwidth and Capacity

Investment in new transpacific systems has been more consistent 
than in the Atlantic.  New transpacific cables began entering 
into service less than six years after the last cable from the “dot-
com” investment boom.  Furthermore, while Internet bandwidth 
markets on both sides of the North Atlantic quickly matured and 
settled into growth rates of less than 30%, the overall growth 
of Asian bandwidth demand has been more characteristic of 
emerging markets.  

Table 5: Existing Transpacific Cable Systems

RFS System Owner(s)

2000 Pacific Crossing-1 (PC-1) NTT

2001 China-US Cable Network International consortium of carriers

2001 Japan-US Cable Network International consortium of carriers

2002 TGN-Pacific Tata Communications

2008 Trans Pacific Express (TPE) International consortium of carriers

2010 Asia-America Gateway (AAG) International consortium of carriers

2010 Unity / EAC Pacific Pacnet / Google / Bharti / Global 
Transit (Time dotCom) / KDDI / 
Singtel

The transpacific market suffered a shock with the activation of 
three new systems between 2008 and 2010, dramatically increasing 
the number of active transpacific systems from four to seven.  
Each of the three new systems targeted its own market segment: 
Trans Pacific Express (TPE) catered to China’s transpacific 
demand; Asia-America Gateway (AAG) was the first cable to 
connect North America directly to Southeast Asian markets; and 
Unity/EAC Pacific, led by Pacnet and Google, positioned itself as 
a complement to data center infrastructure in the US and Japan.  
Furthermore, the Unity/EAC Pacific project, with more than 
two-thirds of its capacity controlled by non-operators, opened 
up the Japan-US wholesale market, which until then had been 
dominated by TGN Pacific and Pacific Crossing-1.  As a result, 
transpacific prices temporarily fell by as much as 50% per year.
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For decades, transpacific submarine cable investment focused 
almost exclusively on connecting the US and Japan; finally, in 
1999, a purpose-built system connecting the US to China entered 
service.  In 2008 and 2010 the Trans Pacific Express and Asia-
America Gateway cables provided transpacific connectivity to 
Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand, Vietnam, Brunei, Hong Kong, the 
Philippines, Taiwan, and South Korea, thereby greatly improving 
global connectivity and reducing bandwidth costs in many of 
those markets.  

As of year-end 2013, activated transpacific capacity was 20 Tbps, 
with a compound annual growth rate of 35% over the preceding 
six years. 

Figure 13: Total Activated Transpacific Capacity, 2007-2013
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In 2013 Alcatel-Lucent reported that the Asia America Gateway 
(AAG) cable was upgradeable to a design capacity of 8 Tbps, 
roughly four times its announced design capacity upon activation 
in 2009.  PLDT reported in mid-2014 that it expected to upgrade 
its AAG capacity to 100 Gbps wavelengths by year-end.

The Japan-US Cable Network, TGN-Pacific, and Unity/EAC 
Pacific are among the transpacific systems upgraded to support 
100 Gbps wavelengths.

5.2.2 Planned Systems  

In addition to strong bandwidth growth, the case for new 
deployment in the transpacific is bolstered by the technical 
challenges of fully implementing 100G upgrades on the route’s 
existing undersea segments, some of which are among the longest 
cable spans in the world.  There is also greater geographical 
segmentation in the transpacific market, with operators in 
secondary Southeast Asian markets showing a sustained desire 
for additional transpacific connectivity directly to their shores.  It 
should be noted, however, that prohibitive costs may lead some 
Southeast Asian undersea projects to ultimately opt to land in 
convenient and strategic locations such as Guam, rather than 
constructing complete transpacific spans.

Over the long term, the primary driver of transpacific and Asian 
undersea markets will undoubtedly be the growth of Chinese 
Internet and telecommunications markets.  Chinese international 
Internet bandwidth grew an astounding 79% in 2013, to more 
than 3.4 Tbps, with 52% directed toward the US.  The Chinese 
market nevertheless shows the strongest prospects for growth 
in the region (only slightly behind Japan’s 4.5 Tbps of demand), 
driven by its fixed broadband market which is expected to exceed 
200 million subscribers by year-end 2014.  The country’s fiber-
to-the-home market exceeds 25 million and more than 8 million 
fiber kilometers have been deployed.  China’s twelfth Five-Year 
Plan calls for broadband speeds to increase to 20 Mbps in urban 
areas and 4 Mbps in rural areas by 2015. 
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Figure 14: Chinese International Internet Bandwidth, 2003-2013 
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CAGR, 2003-2013: 62% 

5.2.3 New Systems

Unlike the transatlantic route, where Internet giants have for 
the most part refrained from direct investment in infrastructure 
and instead chosen to purchase capacity from operators, the 
Asia-Pacific region is increasingly becoming a target for direct 
investment in submarine infrastructure by the likes of Google, 
Facebook, and Microsoft.  Google, which accounts for an increasing 
share of global demand via its private software-defined wide 
area network known as B4, has already made major investments 
in existing systems serving Asia including the transpacific Unity 
cable and the Southeast Asia-Japan Cable.  In mid-2014 it formally 
unveiled plans for the $300 million, 60-Tbps “Faster” submarine 
cable across the Pacific, to be constructed over the next two years 
in partnership with China Mobile, China Telecom, Global Transit, 
KDDI, and Singtel.  The closed consortium structure of the system, 
limited to five or six high-bandwidth investors, underscores the 
strategy that Google has reportedly sought to pursue in other 
markets where it has attempted to spearhead new submarine 
cable construction.

China Telecom and China Mobile are also major investors in 
the New Cross Pacific (NCP) cable, developed in partnership 
with China Unicom, KT, and Chunghwa Telecom.  The system’s 
American landing party has yet to be announced.

Global Cloud Xchange announced plans for the transpacific Pacific 
Cloud Xchange (PCX) cable in March of 2014, setting a target RFS 
date of 2015.  “Submarine cable vendors and additional partners 
for the PCX cable are being finalized,” the company said, while 
also indicating that a supply contract would be announced during 
the second quarter of 2014.  The aggressive build-out schedule 
for the project and the lack of confirmed partner investors as of 
September 2014 led some sources to believe that the PCX project 
would face an uphill battle, particularly in the context of multiple 
planned transpacific cable projects.  

Shortly after the announcement of PCX and another submarine 
cable, India Cloud Xchange (ICX), media outlets reported that 
Hong Kong-based Citic Telecom was considering the purchase 
of Global Cloud Xchange, which the heavily-leveraged Reliance 
Group has unsuccessfully sought to divest since 2009.

The SEA-US cable was formally announced in August of 2014, 
led by seven investors including PT Telkom of Indonesia and 
Globe Telecom of the Philippines.  The system would connect 
Indonesia, the Philippines, Guam, Hawaii, and the mainland 
US; statements issued by the system’s investors and its suppliers 
said that it would be “approximately 15,000 kilometers in length” 
with “an approximate cost of $250 million,” which, if true, would 
equate to a price of $17,000 per kilometer, less than half the per-
kilometer price of many other transoceanic systems.

In August of 2014, NEC announced that it had signed supply 
contracts for both Faster and SEA-US.

Microsoft, which has been noticeably absent from the submarine 
cable arena since the 2002 collapse of its Asia Global Crossing 
venture with Global Crossing and Softbank, is also considering a 
direct investment in a transpacific submarine cable, as is Japanese 
operator NTT, but neither company has issued any substantive 
plan.

In addition to the traditional North Pacific route between Asia 
and North America, there is a strong prospect that Asian markets 
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will gain a more direct path to Latin American markets with 
the proposed construction of the South America-Pacific Link 
(SAPL) cable connecting Hawaii and Panama.  The SAPL system, 
proposed by Ocean Networks and supplied by Xtera, would also 
increase the importance of Hawaii as a hub for Pacific-region 
submarine cable infrastructure.  

Table 6: Planned Transpacific Cable Systems 

System Owner(s)

Faster China Mobile, China Telecom, Global Transit, 
Google, KDDI, and Singtel

New Cross Pacific (NCP)
China Mobile, China Telecom, China Unicom, 
Chunghwa Telecom, and KT (also an unnamed US 
operator)

Pacific Cloud Xchange (PCX) Global Cloud Xchange (Reliance Globalcom)

SEA-US
Globe Telecom, GTI Corporation, Hawaiian 
Telecom, Teleguam Holdings, RAM Telecom 
International, and PT Telekomunikasi

China’s three operators, China Mobile, China Telecom, and China 
Unicom, have been among the most active investors in submarine 
infrastructure projects over the last three years, with significant 
investment in planned transpacific, East Asian regional, and 
Europe-to-Asia submarine cables.

Japan’s 4.5 Tbps of bandwidth demand remains the largest in the 
region.  While NTT maintains significant capacity in the Pacific 
Crossing-1 system which it purchased in 2009, KDDI plans to 
supplement its Unity transpacific cable capacity with a significant 
investment in the Faster cable.  Terabit Consulting also expects 
the country’s third major operator, Softbank Telecom, to emerge 
as an aggressive investor in submarine bandwidth following its 
2013 acquisition of 70% of Sprint Nextel.  The acquisition will 
give Softbank an expanded portfolio of lit undersea cable assets 
in the Pacific, the Atlantic, and Latin America and is expected to 
transform Softbank into the world’s third-largest mobile operator 
by revenue, behind only China Telecom and Verizon.

Although there do not yet appear to be any credible plans to 
develop transoceanic connectivity from Russia’s pacific coast, 
Terabit Consulting’s internal analysis has identified a relatively 
strong market opportunity for direct connectivity between the 
east coast of Russia and either Alaska, Canada, or the US West 
Coast.  Over the longer term, Terabit Consulting also expects 
serious operator-led initiatives for single-cable transpacific 
connectivity between the US and India, which would address 
the risk posed by concentration of India-bound cables through 
Egypt.

Figure 15: Chinese Operators’ Share of China’s International Internet 
Bandwidth, 2014
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5.3 North America-South America Regional Market
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Figure 16: Existing vs. Planned North America-South America Cables

Section Summary:

	Current Systems: 4

	Current Capacity: 9 Tbps

	Planned Systems: 4

	Planned Capacity: ~110 Tbps

5.3.1 Bandwidth and Capacity

Defying expectations, Latin America’s international bandwidth 
demand continues to be directed primarily toward the US, 
where Miami serves as a de-facto “hub” for most Latin American 
markets.  

The North America-South America capacity market is heavily 
dependent on three privately-owned geographic ring networks: 
Oi’s GlobeNet, Telefonica’s SAM-1, and Level 3’s South American 
Crossing (the latter connects to the mainland US via Level 3’s 
other Latin American cables, i.e., Mid-Atlantic Crossing and Pan-
American Crossing).  

Americas-II is the only other existing link between the US and 
Brazil; it was constructed by a consortium of more than a dozen 
operators in 2000 and has been upgraded to levels well beyond 
its initially-stated design capacity, although its design capacity 
is still estimated to be below those of the three geographic ring 
systems.  Connectivity to the northern and western coasts of 
the continent, meanwhile, is provided by the consortium cables 
Maya-1 and Pan American, as well as by Columbus Networks’ 
Arcos-1 and CFX-1 systems.  

Table 7: Existing US-Brazil Cable Systems

RFS System Owner(s)

2000 Americas-II Consortium

2001 GlobeNet Private equity fund controlled by Grupo 
BTG Pactual

2001 SAM-1 Telefonica

2001 South American Crossing (SAC) Level 3   (LANautilus (Telecom Italia) fiber 
pair)

As of year-end 2013, lit undersea cable capacity between North 
America and South America was 9 Tbps.  Growth in activated 
undersea capacity has been an extremely high compound annual 
growth rate of 52% over the last six years.  
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Figure 17: Total Activated North America-South America Capacity, 2007-
2013
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The dynamics of the Latin American market are unique; the 
majority of Internet demand is directed to North America 
(specifically Miami), and bandwidth pricing remains extremely 
high, with transport pricing on the North America-South America 
route is as much as ten times higher than transatlantic pricing.  
This is due in large part to the relatively tight control over the 
marketplace exhibited by the three major wholesalers (Level 
3, GlobeNet, and Telefonica), as well as unforeseen bandwidth 
growth in the continent’s primary markets, combining to create a 
“seller’s market.”

Growth in South American bandwidth demand, though strong 
in almost all of the region’s markets, is driven by Brazil, which 
accounts for half of the continent’s population but five-eighths 
of its international bandwidth demand.  Brazil’s economic 
growth has been strong and more equitable than in other 
developing markets, resulting in a larger addressable base for 
telecommunications and Internet services, and the 2014 World 
Cup and 2016 Summer Olympics are expected to result in even 
greater increases in bandwidth demand.  The country’s broadband 
plan, the Plano Nacional de Banda Larga (PNBL) administered by 

state-owned Telebras, aims to provide 1 Mbps high-speed Internet 
connections for US$18 per month and has attracted commitments 
from most major operators.  

Figure 18: Share of South American International Bandwidth Demand by 
Country, 2013
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5.3.2 New Systems

Latin America is among the world’s strongest markets for Internet 
growth, with growth in the number of Internet users driven by 
the region’s youth and yet to level off; the online population grew 
by 12% in 2013, significantly higher than the Asia-Pacific region 
(7%), Europe (5%), Africa and the Middle East (3%), and North 
America (1%).  Growth in social networking has been particularly 
strong, with Latin American Internet users spending more than 
10 hours per month on social media websites. 

American web properties have quickly come to dominate the 
Latin American market, with Google, Facebook, Microsoft, and 
Yahoo positioned as the four largest, each visited by between 
20 million and 70 million unique visitors each day.  Terabit 
Consulting’s research indicates that these non-telecom players 
exhibit the highest growth in bandwidth demand, and will 
strongly influence future deployment.  Undersea connectivity to 
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South America will also continue to be driven in large part by the 
bandwidth requirements of Brazil’s major operators.  

Table 8: Major Brazilian Operators and Their Undersea Cable Assets, 2013

Fixed Line 
Market Share 
Rank

Mobile Market 
Share Rank

Fixed Broadband 
Market Share 
Rank

Undersea 
Cable Assets

Oi 1 4 1

GlobeNet 
purchase 
commitment, 
Consortium 
Cables

Telefonica/
Vivo 2 1 3

SAM-1, 
Consortium 
Cables

Net/Claro/
Embratel 
(America 
Movil)

3 3 2
AMX-1, 
Consortium 
Cables

TIM 
(Telecom 
Italia)

2
SAC (via 
LANautilus 
Fiber Pair)

GVT 
(Vivendi, 
expected 
sale to 
Telefonica)

4 4 N/A

Telebras

N/A 
(Established 
to manage the 
Plano Nacional 
de Banda Larga)

Brail-Europe 
(Planned)

     

With operations in 18 countries and territories in the Americas 
and more than 330 million pre-paid, post-paid, and fixed 
subscribers, America Movil is among the region’s leading 
generators of bandwidth demand.  Installation of the company’s 
$1.1 billion AMX-1 cable, which will connect Brazil, Colombia, 

Puerto Rico, the Dominican Republic, Mexico, Guatemala, and 
the mainland United States, was reportedly 97% complete as of 
mid-2014.  The project’s supplier, Alcatel-Lucent, asserts that the 
17,500-kilometer cable will have a trunk design capacity of more 
than 50 Tbps using 100 Gbps technology.

In March of 2012 Boston, USA-based Seaborn Networks unveiled 
plans for its Seabras-1 project.  Unlike other Latin American 
cable projects, Seabras-1 would connect only the US and Brazil, 
and notably, the project would pursue a “carrier’s carrier” 
business plan.  In September of 2014 Seaborn Networks reported 
that it had achieved significant progress in the development 
and deployment of its Seabras-1 cable.  The system’s supplier, 
Alcatel-Lucent, reported that it had begun construction of the 
cable, and the system was increased to a design capacity of 60 
Tbps over six fiber pairs, with direct connectivity between Sao 
Paulo and New York.  And in an announcement that would likely 
hinder the development of competing projects, representatives 
from Seaborn and the Global Networking Services division of 
Microsoft confirmed that Microsoft would be a “foundational 
customer” of Seabras-1.     

Alcatel-Lucent is also in the process of installing a third new 
100G-capable North America-South America undersea project, 
the comparatively modest Pacific Caribbean Communications 
System (PCCS), which would span 6,000 kilometers from the US 
to Ecuador and Colombia via the Caribbean and Central America.  
The system is scheduled to enter service before the end of 2014; in 
anticipation of the cable’s activation, the Ecuadorian government 
has increased its national fiber optic network to approximately 
40,000 kilometers.

Sources have told Terabit Consulting that Google has been 
strongly considering direct investment in Latin American 
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submarine cable infrastructure for the last several years, and most 
recently has reportedly sought to encourage a closed consortium 
of Latin American submarine cable investors, with each investor 
committing to large investments equivalent to a fiber pair in a 
new cable.  However, because the number of prospective fiber-
pair purchasers in Latin America is limited, the project has 
reportedly struggled to gain traction.

Table 9: Proposed Latin American Systems

System Owner(s)

America Movil-1 (AMX1) America Movil

Cable of the Americas Angola Cables

Pacific Caribbean Communications System (PCCS) Consortium

Seabras-1 Seaborn Networks (US)

(Note: Brazil-Europe is listed in the “Transatlantic” section of this report.)

In addition to the existing and planned submarine cable 
infrastructure to North America, there are credible plans for 
cable systems that would directly link South America to other 
regions, most notably Europe and the Pacific region.  Telebras, 
the government-owned administrator of Brazil’s National 
Broadband Plan, is spearheading a direct submarine cable 
between South America and Europe that would seek to address 
the Brazilian government’s concern over eavesdropping by 
American authorities, and private investor Ocean Networks has 
proposed a cable from the west coast of Latin America to Hawaii, 
where it would leverage existing submarine connectivity to Asia, 
Australia, and the US West Coast.  Additionally, new submarine 

infrastructure has been proposed across the South Atlantic, 
connecting Brazil to Angola or South Africa, but the business case 
for such deployment will likely prove challenging until a shift in 
South American demand patterns toward African markets can be 
more clearly demonstrated.



There’s a new power under ocean uniting the world in a whole new way. With unparalleled development 
expertise and outstanding technology, Huawei Marine is revolutionizing trans-ocean communications 
with a new generation of repeaters and highly reliable submarine cable systems that offer greater 
transmission capacity, longer transmission distances and faster response to customer needs. Huawei 
Marine: connecting the world one ocean at a time.

The Power of Submarine 
Information Transmission
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5.4 Australia and New Zealand
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Figure 19: Existing vs. Planned Australia and New Zealand Cables

Section Summary:

	Current Systems: 6

	Current Capacity: 5 Tbps

	Planned Systems: 5

	Planned Capacity: 158.8 Tbps

5.4.1 Bandwidth and Capacity

The international bandwidth market in Australia and New 
Zealand has shown tremendous growth, with the two countries’ 
combined international bandwidth currently well in excess of 1.5 
Tbps, more than 80% of which is directed toward the US.  Between 
2012 and 2013, the total volume of data downloaded via Australia’s 
broadband networks grew by 55%.  Future growth in the countries’ 
international bandwidth demand is expected to be significantly 
higher than in other developed markets due to aggressive 
government-led investment in broadband infrastructure.  In 
Australia, the rollout of the $40-billion Australian National 
Broadband Network (NBN) is well underway, with more than 3.5 
million residences and businesses set to be connected to fiber by 
2014 and fiber connectivity for more than 90% of the population 
by 2021, with a promise of 1 Gbps of download bandwidth to 
the home.  Across the Tasman Sea, meanwhile, New Zealand’s 
Ultra-Fast Broadband (UFB) initiative aims to connect 75% of 
the country’s population to broadband service with download 
speeds of at least 100 Mbps by 2020.

Perhaps more than in any other major market, Australia’s National 
Broadband Plan continues to be the subject of heated political 
debate, more than five years after it was formally announced by 
the government.  Despite polling which has indicated that the 
majority of Australians support the plan, many Coalition leaders 
have balked at the project’s price tag and criticized the fact that 
most investment to date has been concentrated in New South 
Wales, Queensland, and Victoria, where  “industry can already 
meet demand,” according to one politician.  Cost-benefit analyses 
and demand forecasts have been commissioned by opponents of 
the project, with a government-appointed panel concluding that 
average household bandwidth demand is unlikely to exceed 15 
Mbps per household in 2023, despite other studies to the contrary 
indicating that household broadband speeds already exceed that 
level as of 2014. 
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Table 10: Existing Australia/New Zealand Intercontinental Systems

RFS System Owner(s)

1997 Jasaurus International consortium of carriers

1999 Sea-Me-We-3 International consortium of carriers

2001 Southern Cross Cable Network 
(SCCN) TNZ / Singtel Optus / Verizon

2002 Australia-Japan Cable (AJC) International consortium of carriers

2008 Endeavour Telstra

2009 Pipe Pacific Cable-1 (PPC-1) TPG Telecom

The lit bandwidth of Australian and New Zealand Pacific cables 
was 5 Tbps as of year-end 2012.

Figure 20: Total Activated Capacity between Australia & New Zealand and 
the US (including Hawaii and Guam), 2007-2013
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Following a price cut of approximately 20% in early-2013, 
Southern Cross said that from the time of its activation in 2000, 
it has reduced prices ten times, for an average price erosion of 
22% per year.  Despite this, bandwidth prices in Australia remain 
significantly higher than most developed markets (notably, prices 
in New Zealand are somewhat closer to international norms).  
In mid-2013 the owner of the PPC-1 cable, TPG Telecom, began 
offering Sydney-Singapore capacity at a price of $6.50 per Mbps 
per month for 1 Gbps volume purchases.

Table 11: Market Share of Major Operators in Combined Australia & New 
Zealand Markets, and Their Key Intercontinental Undersea Cable Assets, 

2013

Fixed Line 
Market 
Share

Mobile 
Market 
Share

Fixed 
Broadband 
Market 
Share

Key Intercontinental  
Undersea Cable 
Assets

Telstra 74% 40% 48%

Endeavour & AAG 
Fiber Pair to US 
(100%); Australia-
Japan Cable (47%)

Optus (Singtel) 9% 27% 14% Southern Cross 
(40%)

Vodafone / 
Vodafone 
Hutchison

25% 6%

Telecom New 
Zealand 8% 5% 7% Southern Cross 

(50%)

Subtotal, Top 4 
Operators 91% 97% 75%

Other Operators 9% 3% 25% Pipe Pacific Cable-1 
(TPG Telecom)

Four telecom groups, Telstra, Singtel Optus, Telecom New 
Zealand, and Vodafone/Vodafone Hutchison Australia, control 
approximately 91% of the combined consumer market in Australia 
and New Zealand.  Telstra, Optus, and Telecom New Zealand, 
which collectively control about three-fourths of the combined 
fixed, mobile, and broadband consumer markets, each have their 
own high-capacity systems connecting to the US.  The presence 
of TPG Telecom’s Pipe Pacific Cable (PPC-1), which connects to 
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Guam, further limits the addressable market for undersea cable 
investors looking to connect Australia and New Zealand with the 
US.  Although content providers are becoming a growing source 
of bandwidth demand, in the immediate future it is likely that a 
purchase agreement with one of the region’s four major operators 
will be still be required to ensure the success of any proposed 
Australia-US submarine cable project.  

5.4.2 New Systems

Perhaps the most serious effort in the last ten years to construct 
a new cable between Australia and the mainland US was 
Pacific Fibre. The project was first announced in early-2010 and 
development continued in earnest for more than two years; in 
mid-2010 Asian undersea cable operator Pacnet was identified 
as a potential investor in the project, and the project was also 
buoyed by Vodafone’s pledge in 2011 to shift its capacity from 
Southern Cross onto the new cable once it entered service.  Total 
pre-sales on Pacific Fibre, to a base of what was reported to be 
five “foundation” customers including Vodafone, iiNet, and 
New Zealand research network REANNZ, were said to amount 
to $170 million.  

By early-2012, however, rumors began circulating that the project 
was encountering strong resistance in its fundraising efforts.  In 
response, investors Rod Drury, Sam Morgan, Peter Thiel, and Sir 
Stephen Tindall announced in mid-2012 that they would inject 
additional capital into the endeavor.  Some sources indicated that 
the project may have also been in a position to attract funding 
from Chinese investors, but such efforts were abandoned because 
of espionage fears expressed by US authorities.  

By July of 2012, Mr. Drury revealed that the project had only raised 
half of its required funding and would be abandoned.  Shortly 
after the project collapsed, one of its co-founders, Lance Wiggs, 

predicted that one major outcome of Pacific Fibre’s failure would 
be higher prices.  Mr. Wiggs conceded that the telecommunications 
markets in Australia and New Zealand were controlled by the 
same limited number of investors that controlled the undersea 
infrastructure, and claimed that the Pacific Fibre project was 
defeated in part by “a well-known game theory scenario from 
other cable markets, where typically incumbents drop prices just 
enough to discourage credible threats and then prices remain 
static and monopoly rent-taking ensues. Indeed the self-reported 
historical Southern Cross prices [remain] amusingly static and 
then plummet arguably around about the same time as various 
credible threats turn up.”  

In late-2012, a number of proposals emerged to succeed the original 
Pacific Fibre endeavor.  Kim Dotcom (né Kim Schmitz), the founder 
of the seized and now defunct file-sharing service Megaupload, 
indicated that he would revive the Pacific Fibre project as part of 
his efforts to re-launch Megaupload in New Zealand.  However, 
skeptics noted that efforts by the US Department of Justice to 
extradite Mr. Dotcom from New Zealand in order to stand trial on 
charges of copyright infringement might prove to be an obstacle 
if he were to apply for a submarine cable landing license in the 
US.  As of 2014 the project was effectively abandoned, despite 
what had been perceived as increasing political momentum for 
Mr. Dotcom’s Internet Party, which was widely expected to win a 
small number of New Zealand parliamentary seats but ultimately 
failed to do so.

Also in late-2012, then-Australian communications minister 
Stephen Conroy indicated that Australia’s Labor Party 
government might consider investing in a submarine cable to 
the US as part of its National Broadband Network initiative.  
“If the international market doesn’t improve, for $250 million 
out of a $40 billion budget I’ll build a link to the US to bring 
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prices down,” he told an Internet conference in New York.  Some 
observers praised the plan an intervention necessary to address 
what they perceived to be a market failure, but as of 2014 the 
project was extremely unlikely given Conroy’s resignation as 
communications minister in June of 2013 and the Labor Party’s 
subsequent defeat in the 2013 federal elections.

In 2013, SubPartners, led by the developer of the Pipe Pacific 
Cable project Bevan Slattery and former Telstra executive Ted 
Pretty, announced that it would construct two intercontinental 
cables serving Australia: Asia Pacific Express East (APX-East) 
to Hawaii and California, and Asia Pacific Express West (APX-
West) to Indonesia and Singapore.  A subsequent announcement 
in mid-2014 called for the construction of an “APX-Central” 
cable connecting the two, serving as a domestic submarine link 
between Perth and Sydney and potentially allowing SubPartners 
to address bandwidth demand between Southeast Asia and the 
US.  SubPartners said that for each of its cable projects, it would 
differentiate itself from other projects by allowing customers 
to purchase partial fiber pairs or “spectrum ownership” that 
would allow the customers to benefit from advancements in 
transmission technology.  To that end, in March of 2013 Telstra 
signed a non-binding Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) 
for the purchase of a fiber pair on APX West, and in October of 
2013 SubPartners said that Australian ISP iiNet had signed an 
MOU to negotiate the purchase of “one quarter of the available 
optical light spectrum on a fibre pair on the APX-West system,” 
equivalent to approximately 2 Tbps. 

The Australia-Singapore Cable (ASC) was originally proposed 
by Australian contractor Leighton Holdings in 2011 but the 
project languished until the Ontario Teachers’ Pension Plan, a 
$125-billion Canadian fund manager, purchased a 70% stake of 
Nextgen Networks and two other telecommunications businesses 

from Leighton in 2013.  In 2014 ASC representatives said that the 
project had received landing permits in Australia, Singapore, 
and Indonesia and was ready to proceed.  The company said 
before the end of 2014, the Nextgen Networks board would 
make a final decision about the project based on funding and 
customer interest.  The company also proposed the construction 
of a submarine cable in northwest Australia to serve the offshore 
communications needs of the hydrocarbons industry.

The proposed Hawaiki cable would connect the mainland US to 
Australia and New Zealand, via Hawaii with branches to several 
South Pacific islands, thus positioning it as a direct competitor to 
the Southern Cross Cable Network.  Hawaiki CEO Rémi Galasso 
said that the cable would target five key markets, led by the 
Australia-US route and followed by (in descending order) Hawaii 
to the US West Coast, New Zealand-US, Australia-New Zealand, 
and Pacific Islands to the US (the company declined to comment 
on rumors that it would target the regional capacity requirements 
of the US Department of Defense).  In 2013 Australian ISPs iiNet 
and TPG, as well as New Zealand ISPs Orcon and Voyager, issued 
letters of intent to purchase capacity on the system (Orcon’s 
intended purchase was reported to be 40 Gbps as of system RFS).  
In July of 2014 Hawaiki said that it had sold initial capacity of 20 
Gbps to New Zealand’s research and academic network operator 
REANNZ, which would fund the purchase through a $12 
million grant from the New Zealand government.  Government 
representatives indicated that the total value of the deal, which 
would ultimately comprise “anchor tenancy,” was more than 
$50 million.  The agreements were reportedly contingent upon 
Hawaiki being able to achieve financing in the near-term.

The Trident Cable System, which would land in Perth as well 
as the northwest coast of Australia, has reportedly signed $300 
million in financing and construction agreements with the Beijing 
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Construction and Engineering Group, with backing from the 
China Development Bank.  The cable would use two of the four 
fiber pairs on the existing Matrix Cable System between Singapore 
and Indonesia, which itself had considered an expansion to 
Australia’s West Coast.  In August of 2014 Trident Subsea Cable 
representatives said that the company was still working toward 
financial close, which it expected to achieve before the end of the 
year.

Numerous sources, including cable developers and some of their 
retained consultancies, have asserted that there is “only room 
for one new cable” between Australia and Singapore; Terabit 
Consulting’s analysis does not corroborate this, especially given 
growth in Australian bandwidth demand which will continue to 
be driven by NBN deployment, and the trend of relatively high 
IP transit pricing in Australian markets when compared to Asian 
hubs such as Singapore and Hong Kong.

Australia and New Zealand could also benefit from planned 
submarine cable deployment to South Pacific islands, including 
a September, 2014 proposal by mobile operator Digicel, which 
called for the construction of a system linking Australia to Papua 
New Guinea, Palau, the Federated States of Micronesia, Nauru, 
Solomon Islands, Vanuatu, New Caledonia, Wallis and Futuna, 
Fiji, Tonga, Samoa and the Cook Islands.  Digicel said that the 
World Bank was considering a secondary role in funding the 
cable.

The market opportunity for intercontinental capacity was 
potentially made more complex by the February, 2013 
announcement that Telecom New Zealand, Telstra, and Vodafone 
would cooperate in building a $60 million cable between Australia 
and New Zealand to be known as Tasman Global Access (TGA).  
The project’s proponents said that the cable would increase each 

country’s access to the other’s international submarine cables, 
but New Zealand operator CallPlus (the parent company of 
ISP Slingshot) said that it would express concern to regulatory 
authorities about what it perceived to be the anti-competitive 
nature of the project.

Table 12: Proposed Australia/New Zealand Intercontinental Systems

System Owner(s)

Asia Pacific Express East (APX-East) SubPartners

Asia Pacific Express West (APX-West) 
(formerly Australia-Indonesia-Singapore 
Cable)

SubPartners

Australia-Singapore Cable (ASC) Nextgen Networks (Ontario 
Teachers’ Pension Plan)

Hawaiki Hawaiki Cable

Trident Cable System Trident Subsea Cable Pty Ltd.
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5.5 Sub-Saharan Africa
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Figure 21: Existing vs. Planned Sub-Saharan Africa Cables

Section Summary:

	Current Systems: 9

	Current Capacity: 1.8 Tbps

	Planned Systems: 2

	Planned Capacity: 56 Tbps

5.5.1 Bandwidth and Capacity

Over the course of 2013 and 2014 it has become clearer that 
African governments have made greater efforts to ensure the 
effective delivery of submarine cable bandwidth to end-users via 
enhanced inter-city and metropolitan fiber networks as well as 
end-user broadband deployment.  Much of the financing for such 
projects, particularly in West Africa, has come from the Chinese 
government, which has supported the development of multiple 
terrestrial fiber and wireless broadband networks supplied by 
Huawei.

Sub-Saharan Africa still suffers from low levels of connectivity 
and high pricing of bandwidth and Internet services.  Per-capita 
international bandwidth in Sub-Saharan Africa is less than 1 Kbps 
per capita, compared to more than 100 Kbps per capita in Western 
Europe.  The continent’s lack of access to affordable and reliable 
international bandwidth has been a significant development 
constraint and a key obstacle to economic growth while hindering 
social development projects such as academic, scientific, and 
research networks, distance learning, and telemedicine.    

The weakness of the continent’s international bandwidth is not 
due to a lack of submarine cable deployment but rather a series of 
market failures which include discriminatory access to submarine 
cable capacity and international gateways, exorbitant backhaul 
and interconnection fees, expensive domestic transit prices and a 
lack of intercity fiber connectivity, and weak and uncompetitive 
broadband access infrastructure.  Several initiatives aim to 
address these shortcomings, including Kenya’s National 
Broadband Strategy and the Nigerian National Broadband 
Plan, as well as projects sponsored by development financial 
institutions to expand terrestrial fiber connectivity such as the 
West Africa Regional Communications Infrastructure Program 
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(WARCIP).  However, to date, few Sub-Saharan African countries 
have implemented national broadband plans and regulatory 
oversight of network facilities that have successfully distributed 
the continent’s vast submarine cable capacity downstream to 
users.

Until four years ago, Sub-Saharan Africa was the most 
underserved region in the world with respect to international 
fiber capacity.  East Africa was particularly underserved and 
reliant exclusively on costly and less-reliable satellite connections; 
the 6,700-kilometer stretch of coastline between Mtunzini, South 
Africa and Djibouti was notable for being the world’s longest 
shoreline without an international undersea cable landing.  

In the mid-2000s, the scenario changed dramatically, driven 
by three factors.  First, the adoption of mobile phone service 
throughout the continent exceeded all expectations, driving 
growth in both bandwidth demand and operator revenue.  Second, 
international financial institutions including the World Bank and 
the African Development Bank, as well as private financiers, 
increased their lending for telecommunications infrastructure 
projects in the region, particularly fiber optic networks.  At the 
same time, submarine suppliers began to focus on potential 
green-field opportunities in Africa in order to counteract the 
lack of new investment in transoceanic markets, often proposing 
attractive prices for potential new African projects in an attempt 
to stimulate demand.    

The result was a wave of major investment between 2009 and 
2012 totaling almost $3 billion that included three intercontinental 
cables along the east coast (TEAMS, Seacom, and EASSy), four 
along the west coast (Glo-1, Main One, ACE, and WACS), and 
additional investment in regional systems (including ADONES, 
LION, LION-2, and the Seychelles-East Africa System).

Table 13: Existing West African Intercontinental Systems

RFS System Owners

1993 SAT-2 Consortium

2002 SAT-3/SAFE Consortium

2010 Glo-1 Globacom

2010 Main One Main Street Technologies

2012 Africa Coast to Europe (ACE) Consortium

2012 West Africa Cable System (WACS) Consortium

Table 14: Existing East African Intercontinental Systems

RFS System Owners

2009 East Africa Marine System 
(TEAMS) TEAMS Ltd. / Etisalat

2009 Seacom
IPS (Aga Khan Fund) / Remgro / Herakles 
Telecom / Convergence Partners / 
Shanduka Group

2010 East African Submarine 
Cable System (EASSy)

Consortium / West Indian Ocean Cable 
Company (WIOCC)

The arrival of next-generation undersea systems to the Sub-
Saharan African market over the last four years has had a dramatic 
impact on the continent’s international bandwidth, with annual 
growth in demand exceeding 100% in many markets, and total 
lit capacity in Sub-Saharan African submarine cable systems 
increasing by 57% annually over the last six years.  
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Figure 22: Total Activated Sub-Saharan African Intercontinental Capacity, 
2007-2013
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Overall, the majority of next-generation Sub-Saharan African 
submarine cable projects are either majority or wholly-funded 
by telecommunications operators, sometimes in the form of 
consortium projects such as EASSy and WACS.  The carrier-
funded projects, dimensioned around operators’ own estimated 
bandwidth requirements, are generally perceived to be less risky 
than investor-led models predicated on the sale of wholesale 
capacity to operators.

Consequently, a key issue surrounding the African undersea 
cable market is whether the wholesale capacity business model, 
particularly projects led by private non-telecom investors, can 
survive and flourish.  Analysis reveals that the wholesale market 
is characterized by both strong opportunities and significant 
challenges.

On the one hand, the addressable market of African wholesale 
bandwidth customers is more promising than in many other 
regions.  Sub-Saharan Africa has 49 markets and dozens of 
operators with international bandwidth demand, none of whom 

are dominant on a continental basis, and many of whom were until 
recently paying inflated satellite capacity prices.  In this respect, 
the continent meets what Terabit Consulting has identified 
as an optimal scenario for private investment in undersea 
infrastructure: many of the region’s operators lack the resources 
to make their own investments in intercontinental infrastructure.  
Opportunity also presents itself to wholesale providers in the 
form of the continent’s persistently high bandwidth prices; some 
Sub-Saharan African markets still command hundreds of dollars 
per Mbps for Internet transit bandwidth via Europe.

On the other hand, the African wholesale capacity market 
faces significant challenges due primarily to the restrained 
development of the continent’s domestic Internet markets.  
Africa’s fixed-broadband deployment is negligible compared 
to other regions, and mobile Internet usage, still largely 2G in 
many markets, has not shown the growth rates that initially 
characterized the adoption of mobile voice and texting services.  
Perhaps more importantly, operators’ control over the terrestrial 
segments of the network infrastructure poses an obstacle to the 
efficient distribution of undersea capacity, beginning with shore-
to-city backhaul and international gateways, and throughout 
domestic transmission and access networks, which in many cases 
are themselves significantly underdeveloped.  In most African 
countries, domestic infrastructure effectively imposes both an 
economic and technical bottleneck on international undersea 
capacity, with exorbitant interconnection and access prices 
charged by domestic operators for what is often low-bandwidth, 
unreliable infrastructure.  

Regardless of the performance of Africa’s wholesale bandwidth 
market, Terabit Consulting does not foresee an overall bandwidth 
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“glut.”  The design capabilities of sub-Saharan Africa’s submarine 
cable systems will greatly exceed demand for the foreseeable 
future, but the dynamics of the African telecommunications 
market, particularly its historical resistance to consolidation 
among operators, allow it to support multiple submarine cable 
projects.  Most African operators are financially healthy and 
willing to invest in or purchase submarine cable capacity.

5.5.2 New Systems

Despite the apparent disconnect between submarine bandwidth 
and end-users, growth in Sub-Saharan African bandwidth 
demand continues to exceed forecasts.  Several initiatives would 
further expand sub-Saharan connectivity.  As of mid-2014, France 
Telecom-Orange remained committed to the extension of the 
ACE system to South Africa, and in East Africa there has been 
increased activity to link existing submarine infrastructure to 
points of presence in Somalia and South Sudan.  Most existing 
African submarine systems have been upgraded to support 
either 40 Gbps or 100 Gbps wavelengths.

Although some existing West Coast systems propose the 
construction of extensions to South Africa and several smaller 
projects propose intraregional connectivity, most of the proposed 
investment in Sub-Saharan African undersea market focuses on 
the construction of transatlantic systems between Africa and 
Latin America.  Some projects specifically target the linguistic 
ties between Lusophone countries including Brazil and Angola.  
However, as of mid-2014 the proposed South Atlantic cables had 
struggled to gain traction.

For there to be significant South Atlantic demand between 
Africa and South America, Terabit Consulting believes that there 

may need to be greater progress in the Southern Hemisphere’s 
Internet content development, Internet routing patterns, political 
relations, and overall economic development.  In the meantime, 
there is perhaps a more immediate opportunity for single-system 
(or otherwise seamless) connectivity between Africa and the US.

Table 15: Proposed Sub-Saharan African Intercontinental Systems

System Owners

South Atlantic Cable System (SACS) (formerly 
Angola-Brazil) Angola Cables / Telebras

South Atlantic Express (SAEx) South Atlantic Express Cable Ltd.
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5.6 South Asia & Middle East / Europe-Asia
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Figure 23: Existing vs. Planned South Asia & Middle East / Europe-Asia 
Cables

Section Summary:

	Current Systems: 11

	Current Capacity: 12.1 Tbps

	Planned Systems: 4

	Planned Capacity: 126 Tbps

5.6.1 Bandwidth and Capacity

India, with international Internet bandwidth of approximately 
1.5 Tbps as of mid-2014, is the leading generator of bandwidth 
demand in South Asia and the Middle East (although other 
major markets in the region have recently shown robust growth, 
including Saudi Arabia, where demand has grown to almost 1 
Tbps, and the United Arab Emirates, where demand is almost 500 
Gbps).  The Indian international bandwidth market is unique for 
its strong ties to the US; as of 2013 India was the US’ leading voice 
correspondent, accounting for more than one out of every four 
outgoing international calls made in the US, and the combined, 
bidirectional international Internet bandwidth (both direct and 
connecting) between the two countries is well over 2 Tbps.

Terabit Consulting’s analysis shows that the near-term promise 
of the Indian telecommunications market will likely be weaker 
than China and Brazil, due primarily to structural problems in 
the Indian economy.  On the surface, Indian economic statistics 
appear to be encouraging: in less than ten years, between 2002 
and 2010, the Indian middle and upper-class (characterized 
as households with incomes in excess of USD$4,000 per year) 
grew from 13.8 million households to 46.7 million.  Extremely 
impoverished households earning less than $1,000 per year fell 
from 65.2 million to 41 million.  Yet despite the country’s income 
gains, middle and upper-class households still account for less 
than 20% of the population.  The size of the country’s so-called 
“in-between class,” classified as having an income of between 
$1,000 and $4,000 per year per household remained steady at 
more than three-fifths of the population; the average household 
comprises more than five inhabitants so the upper bound of this 
classification translates to roughly $2.20 per household member 
per day.  

Despite the low income of many of the country’s households, 
mobile voice services are extremely affordable: Indian ARPU 
is among the lowest in the world at approximately 128 INR 
(USD$2.10).  However, the industry’s long-term challenge will be 
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to ensure widespread penetration of broadband Internet services, 
which so far have failed to achieve significant penetration outside 
of the country’s upper class.  A primary obstacle is the country’s 
low computer ownership, at less than 10% of households.  In 
addition, national broadband initiatives proposed by the Indian 
government have failed to gain traction.  Affordable ADSL 
packages do exist, but fiber-based broadband services are 
significantly more expensive than in the rest of the world; when 
the country’s largest Internet service provider  launched a fiber-
to-the-home service in 2012, it was priced at INR 2,999 (USD$56) 
per month for the lowest bandwidth of just 1 Mbps.  On the 
mobile side, 3G adoption has been weaker than expected, and its 
growth has been restrained by widespread consumer complaints 
about high prices, weak coverage, incompatible handsets, and 
“bill shock.”  

Figure 24: Total Activated South Asian Interregional Capacity, 2007-2013
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The South Asian and Middle Eastern bandwidth market has 
recently been dominated by efforts to provide a cost-effective 
and reliable path to Europe that avoids the bottleneck of cables 
crossing terrestrially through Egypt, which carry approximately 
95% of the traffic between the two continents.  The concern is not 
new; carriers had expressed concerns about the Egyptian crossing 
since the 1990s and their fear of catastrophic cable outages were 
realized multiple times, including the simultaneous cut of Sea-Me-

We and FLAG cables in 2008, prompting speculation of a political 
or military conspiracy.  Frustration increased when Egyptian 
authorities delayed the landing of new cable systems in order to 
allegedly accommodate surveillance requirements put in place 
by the Egyptian Office of Military Services and Reconnaissance, 
and concern was further heightened by the political turmoil 
accompanying the Egyptian Revolution of 2011.  In February of 
2012 there were three simultaneous cable cuts off Egypt’s Red Sea 
coast, and in March of 2013, the Egyptian Navy arrested three 
scuba divers who were allegedly caught sabotaging submarine 
cables off the Egyptian coast.  The same month, the oil tanker B 
Elephant allegedly caused anchor damage caused to the Europe-
India Gateway and TE-North cables.  Simultaneous cable outages 
in Egypt have resulted in devastating outages in almost all key 
markets of the Middle East and South Asia, including the loss of 
as much as 80% of India’s international bandwidth.

Various routings have been constructed or proposed in order 
to compete against cables passing through Egypt.  One of the 
first submarine alternatives was the SAT-3/SAFE project which 
in 2002 provided the first Europe-Asia connectivity via South 
Africa but with greater latency.  Fiber optic systems directing 
India’s international demand toward the Pacific region started to 
appear at approximately the same time but created an equally-
risky chokepoint in the Strait of Malacca.  Meanwhile, operators 
in China, Russia, and Mongolia integrated their fiber networks 
in an effort to market end-to-end intercontinental terrestrial 
connectivity, but such networks have reportedly found it difficult 
to compete on price terms and have only captured a very small 
share of traffic.  Then in 2011, largely as a result of the political 
uncertainty in Egypt, plans were finalized for multiple terrestrial 
networks in the Middle East, thereby providing an eastern bypass 
of Egypt: these included Europe Persia Express Gateway (EPEG), 
Regional Cable Network (RCN), and Jeddah-Amman-Damascus-
Istanbul (JADI Link). 

Both RCN and JADI Link pass through Syria and have reportedly 
been impacted by the country’s civil war.  EPEG opted for a 
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route through Iran, and in 2013, Gulf Bridge International (GBI) 
announced a terrestrial link via Iraq.  Political risk in each of 
those countries, as well as embargo restrictions imposed by 
the US government against American operators considering 
investments in the region, have prevented any of the terrestrial 
networks from emerging as a viable solution.  At the same time, 
a wide range of problems with the Egyptian crossing (ranging 
from economic to technical to political) have made the quest for 
an economically and technically viable “Egyptian bypass” one of 
the submarine industry’s top priorities.  

Table 16: Existing South Asian Interregional Systems

RFS System Owners

1997 FLAG Europe-Asia (FEA) Global Cloud Xchange (Reliance 
Globalcom)

1999 Sea-Me-We-3 Consortium

2002 i2i Bharti Airtel

2002 SAT-3/SAFE Consortium

2004 TGN-TIC Tata Communications

2005 Sea-Me-We-4 Consortium

2006 Falcon Global Cloud Xchange (Reliance 
Globalcom)

2009 Seacom / TGN Eurasia

IPS (Aga Khan Fund) / Remgro / 
Herakles Telecom / Convergence 
Partners / Shanduka Group / Tata 
Communications

2010 I-Me-We Consortium

2011 Europe India Gateway (EIG) Consortium

2012 Gulf Bridge International (GBI) 
/ MENA

Gulf Bridge International / Orascom 
Holdings

5.6.2 New Systems

A construction and maintenance agreement for the 17-member 
Asia-Africa-Europe-1 (AAE-1) cable, which would span 25,000 
kilometers between Hong Kong and France, was signed in 
January of 2014 and the cable is scheduled to enter service in 
2016.  It would be the first Europe-to-Asia system since FLAG 
Europe-Asia to offer an alternative to the “choke point” of the 
Strait of Malacca, with both systems opting for terrestrial links 
across Southern Thailand as their primary paths.  In April of 2014 
some sources reported that AAE-1’s Thai landing party, TOT, had 
missed a payment deadline and would be forced to pull out of the 
project, thereby imperiling AAE-1’s Thai terrestrial crossing and 
its segments to Cambodia, Vietnam, and Hong Kong.  However, 
subsequent reports indicated that a new TOT board of directors 
gave its approval to the AAE-1 investment in August of 2014.  
Other key participants in the AAE-1 project include China Unicom 
and Telecom Egypt, the latter of which could help to streamline 
the often-lengthy Egyptian submarine cable permitting process in 
addition to providing terrestrial capacity across Egypt (Telecom 
Egypt estimated that the AAE-1 project would result in $40 
million in revenue for the company).  Several sources have also 
identified Reliance Jio Infocomm as the Indian signatory of the 
construction and maintenance agreement, although the company 
has not publicly confirmed its participation.

Exploratory meetings for the construction of Sea-Me-We-5 were 
held since shortly after the completion of Sea-Me-We-4 in 2005.  
Seventeen operators met in Gibraltar in mid-2007 to discuss the 
construction of Sea-Me-We-5, but the consortium reportedly 
fell apart due to political differences among operators and the 
deterioration of the financial health of some operators that had 
historically been dominant along the Europe-to-Asia route.  
The project in its original incarnation was effectively scrapped 
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following the alignment of consortium members into two 
competing camps, those of Europe-India Gateway (EIG) and 
I-Me-We.

Sea-Me-We-5 was effectively reborn in 2011, supported by two of 
the strongest proponents of the preceding Sea-Me-We projects, 
namely, France Telecom-Orange and Singtel.  The project also 
received strong interest from Chinese operators seeking to improve 
undersea connectivity to Myanmar, as well as the Bangladeshi 
government, which encouraged the Bangladesh Submarine 
Cable Company Ltd. (BSCCL) to invest in redundancy for the 
country’s sole submarine link, Sea-Me-We-4.  In March of 2014, 
15 operators signed the construction and maintenance agreement 
for the cable, including all three Chinese operators (i.e., China 
Mobile, China Telecom, China Unicom - despite the fact that 
the system would go only as far east as Singapore).  However, 
even though the planned configuration of the system includes 
landing points in Mumbai and Karachi, no Indian or Pakistani 
operators were party to the agreement.  Also, Telecom Egypt is 
not a member of the Sea-Me-We-5 consortium, having instead 
opted for AAE-1, although it will reportedly provide terrestrial 
connectivity across Egypt.

In addition to the two new Europe-to-Asia cables under 
consideration, new systems would connect the Middle East to 
Southeast Asia, as well as India to Singapore.  The Bay of Bengal 
Gateway (BBG) cable system, announced in April of 2013, would 
connect Malaysia, Sri Lanka, India, Oman, and the United Arab 
Emirates.  Global Cloud Xchange (GCX), formerly Reliance 
Globalcom, announced its proposal for a 5,000-kilometer cable 
between Mumbai and Singapore to be known as the India Cloud 
Xchange (ICX) cable.  The announcement came shortly after 
GCX unveiled an ambitious plan for a new transpacific cable, 
the Pacific Cloud Xchange (PCX) cable.  The company said that 

it expected to announce a supply contract for ICX in the third 
quarter of 2014. 

Table 17: Proposed South Asian Interregional Systems

System Owners

Asia-Africa-Europe-1 (AAE-1) Consortium

Bay of Bengal Gateway (BBG) Consortium

India Cloud Xchange (ICX) Global Cloud Xchange (GCX)

Sea-Me-We-5 Consortium
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5.7 Pan-East Asian
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Figure 25: Existing vs. Planned Pan-East Asian Cables

Section Summary:

	Current Systems: 7

	Current Capacity: >100 Tbps

	Planned Systems: 1

	Planned Capacity: 54.8 Tbps

5.7.1 Bandwidth and Capacity

Until 2013, much of the lit pan-regional submarine cable capacity 
in East Asia was controlled by either private wholesale investors 
or operators from outside the region.  In the former category, 
wholesaler Pacnet is the owner of two of the region’s largest 
networks, EAC and C2C, which it markets under a single brand 
name, EAC-C2C.  Among the operators from outside the region 
with large investments, Global Cloud Xchange (formerly Reliance 
Globalcom) of India and Telstra of Australia have ownership 
in the RNAL/FNAL cable system, and Indian operator Tata 
Communications is a major shareholder in TGN Intra-Asia.

However, within the last two years, the region’s operators have 
activated their own submarine infrastructure, including Asia 
Submarine-Cable Express (ASE), led by NTT, PLDT, StarHub, 
and Telekom Malaysia, and the Southeast Asia-Japan Cable, 
which was constructed by a consortium of 11 investors including 
China Telecom, China Mobile, KDDI, Singtel, Globe Telecom, 
and Google.

The decision of many leading operators to invest in their own 
regional submarine infrastructure is expected to impact negatively 
on the revenue of the region’s private submarine cable operators.  
Pacnet’s annual revenue in 2013 fell to $472 million, of which 
IRU sales accounted for $57 million, and although gross profit 
margin was 56%, credit rating agency Moody’s has in recent 
quarters consistently issued a negative outlook for the company, 
citing Pacnet’s “small size in a highly competitive environment.”  
Fitch Ratings said that the majority of the Asia-Pacific region’s 
largest telecommunications operators “have stakes in their own 
next-generation, pan-regional submarine infrastructure, thus 
challenging Pacnet’s wholesale bandwidth model.”
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Figure 26: Total Activated Pan-East Asian Capacity (Trunk Segments), 
2007-2013
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The average design bandwidth of existing undersea infrastructure 
in the pan-East Asian market is among the highest of any long-
haul routes in the world, with combined trunk design capacities 
of more than 100 Tbps and the possibility of additional bandwidth 
with full implementation of 40G and 100G upgrades.  

Table 18: Existing Pan-East Asian Systems

RFS System Owners

1997 Asia-Pacific Cable 
Network (APCN) International Carrier Consortium

2001/2002 EAC-C2C Pacnet

2002 Asia-Pacific Cable 
Network-2 (APCN-2) International Carrier Consortium

2002
Reach North Asia Loop 
(RNAL) / FLAG North 
Asia Loop (FNAL)

Global Cloud Xchange (Reliance 
Globalcom) / Telstra / PCCW  / Reach

2009 TGN Intra-Asia (TGN-IA) Tata Communications / PCCW / Globe / 
EVN

2012/2013
Asia Submarine-cable 
Express (ASE) (includes 
Cahaya Malaysia)

NTT / Telekom Malaysia / PLDT / 
StarHub

2013 Southeast Asia-Japan 
Cable (SJC)

Brunei International Gateway / China 
Mobile / China Telecom / Chunghwa 
Telecom / Globe Telecom / Google / 
KDDI / Singtel / PT Telkom / Telemedia 
Pacific / TOT

5.7.2 New Systems

The Asia-Pacific Gateway (APG) system was first announced in 
2009, but the project has encountered significant delays.  KT of 
Korea said in September of 2014 that it was opening a network 
operations center for the system and it expected the network to 
be operational by early-2015.  The system is unique because of 
Facebook’s decision to join the project, its first submarine cable, 
in an effort to provide a “better user experience for a greater 
number of Facebook users in countries like India, Indonesia, 
Malaysia, the Philippines, Hong Kong, and Singapore.”

Table 19: Proposed Pan-East Asian Systems

System Owners

Asia-Pacific Gateway 
(APG)

China Mobile / China Telecom / China Unicom / 
Chunghwa Telecom / Facebook / Global Transit (Time 
dotCom) / KT / LG Uplus / NTT /  StarHub / Viettel / 
VNPT 
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5.8 Polar Route
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Figure 27: Existing vs. Planned Polar Route Cables

Section Summary:

	Current Systems: N/A

	Current Capacity: N/A

	Planned Systems: 1

	Planned Capacity: 24 Tbps

Long considered outside the realm of practical possibility, the 
concept of a trans-Polar cable has never been more credible 
with respect to each of the major considerations: technology, 
economics, and geopolitics.  In recent years, as many as three 
credible proposals for trans-Polar cables were on the table, but 
as of 2014, only the Arctic Fibre project had made significant 
progress, with the other two projects (Arctic Link and ROTACS) 
appeared to be shelved.

There is a strong geopolitical aspect to the trans-Polar projects: 
cables have been proposed by investors from each of the three 
largest powers present in the Arctic (Canada, Russia, and the US), 
although each has varying degrees of support from their home 
governments.  Given the strategic importance of the Arctic region 
with regard to petroleum and gas deposits, freshwater, seafood, 
and transport, it is expected that government support for each 
prospective project will eventually increase, with the projects 
allowing for governments to expand their economic and political 
influence in the region as well as surveillance capabilities.

Table 20: Proposed Polar Systems

System Owners

Arctic Fibre Arctic Fibre, Inc.

The Arctic Fibre system, led by Canadian investor Douglas 
Cunningham, would connect Japan, Alaska, and the United 
Kingdom via northern Canada, with the possibility of future 
expansion to China.  The project would provide a route between 
North Asian and European markets, avoiding what company 
representatives identified as “problematic areas” including 
the Luzon Strait, the South China Sea, the Suez Canal, and the 
Mediterranean.  A low-latency path of 168 milliseconds would be 
created between London and Asian destinations including Tokyo, 
Seoul, and Shanghai.  The project would also seek government 
support to provide connectivity to Arctic communities in both 
Canada and Alaska as well as the proposed Canadian High Arctic 
Research Station.  
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6. Conclusion

After a quarter-century of linking continents, the transoceanic 
fiber optic communications industry has seemingly found its 
comfort zone.  It is unlikely to ever return to the $10 billion 
levels of annual investment that accompanied the dot-com 
bubble, but it is also unlikely to encounter the widespread 
bankruptcies, fire sales, and shuttering of cable factories that 
followed the bubble’s burst.  Instead, having learned from the 
not-so-distant past, the submarine communications industry 
is one that is well-informed, innovative, and versatile, 
implementing practical solutions in a marketplace that has 
proven to be increasingly demanding in terms of connectivity, 
reliability, and cost-effectiveness.  

Slowly but surely, the submarine communications industry 
has linked almost all of the world’s coastal nations, with 
fewer than 15 of the world’s countries and territories lacking 
international fiber connections.  And as the submarine industry 
has risen to the challenge of providing near-ubiquitous 
international connectivity, the industry’s partners, both public 
and private, have also made greater strides in democratizing 
end-users’ access to bandwidth, through better regulation of 
international gateways, competitive backhaul networks, and 
stronger broadband access infrastructure.          

Although challenges remain, the efficiencies offered by the 
submarine communications industry continue to improve the 
lives of communities in all regions of the globe.  Submarine 
cables play an integral role in international economic 
cooperation and social development, providing terabits of 
reliable capacity between the world’s major economies while 
also enabling critical applications in developing countries 
including telemedicine and e-learning.  And with the industry 

in the process of implementing 100-gigabit wavelengths across 
nearly all of its transoceanic routes, a new era of connectivity-
based development may be imminent.  

By all accounts, the submarine communications industry is 
uniquely positioned to rise to the occasion.
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